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I home. decked in palm fronds 
11. refuge of the down-trodden. 
he unlea\hed the judgement of uar  
lind. pliu;ged into the forest 
b. Boimtif~~l One 

ark to of f4prings of the dead in heaven 
pr hein:. \vho bathes in rivers of blood. 

I (Soyinka 1978: 26-27) 

the attributes of his Muse: 

o the master craftsman and artist, f i  

(or. essence of destruction and 
we and a gregarious imbiber, a 
~f men and deities. He is 'Lord 
I: that is. he opens the way to the 
lisdom, thus representing the 
ing instinct, an attribute which 
the only deity who 'sought the 
jqed the resources of science to 
hrough primordial chaos from 
I with man. (Soyinka 1978: 27) 

le idea that Soyinka celebrates the warrior 
ire Afunda, who is given the hyperbolic 
icorioclast at genesis" (Soyinka 1969: 
: correct. However, I have added the 
ironic, sardonic and sarcastic undertones 
F praise of the two archetypal figures. 
svmdols that express the movement of 
clic and paradoxical. To "celebrate the 
I the poem, is to accept with equanimity 
t as well 3s fatal accidents of creation in 
11 terms. If, according to the Big Bang 

theory of evolutionists, an accident brought the universes into heing, it is 
plausible to argue that an accident can also n ~ i n  them. 

After Ogun's tragic error, the massacre of his people who appear 
to him as foe,< on the battlefield, he cornes to grief and acquire4 at la\t 
knowledge of the ambivalence of his Weapon and of tnrth and the futility 

w of action. Fiiled with remorse, he leaves the world in obloquy and 
bequeaths an ambiguous heritage to humanity, whose only choice is to 

- tread his forked serpentine path and reap the harvest of life and death: 

And we 

Have honeycombed beneath his hills, worked red earth 
Of energies, quarrying rare and urgent ores $ld paid 
With wrecks of last year's supers, paved his roads 
With shells, milestones of breathless bones - 
Ogun is a demanding god (Soyinka 1969: 82) 

A failure, every attempt so far made in all departments of culture 
to recover the dubious lost essence of the beginning shattered in rage by 
Atunda is compared to "a cupped shell of tortoise" and "staggered /Tile 
tebment" (Soyinka 1969: 69). The tortoise, as aYoruba aetiolo,oica~folktale 
has it, overreaches himself, like Icarus in Greek mythology, falls to his 
doom and gets his smooth spherical shell shattered.Artificia1 blwd. artificial 
limbs, hearing aids, computers, unfertilized eggs, pacemakers, robotsand 
sex toys are wonderful creations and indisputable exemplificatiol~s of humCarl 
intelligence but are nevertheless ersatz copies of originals and fall far short 
of perfection. They each have their resolution and function to partially 
meet humCarl needs in the self-imposed task of reconstruction bu! ultimately 
do not give enough satisfaction. Every effort made to solve one problem 
creates another, or sometimes three or four additional problems. thus 
compounding the situation on hand. Alas, death, the final solution to all 
existential problems is the most dreadful, a paradox that makes Walter 
Shandy liken humanity to "a prisoner who dreads his liberty" (Sterne 
195 1 :326). 




















































